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The Blue River Incident

T
he village of Harthwaite straddles the Long

Road, next to the Sword Mountains to the

north of the Sword Coast. Numbering

around fifteen families, the village is a small,

tight knit lumber community. It is here that

The Blue River Inn stands, its bright colours

testament to its proud history. In recent

months, however, it has fallen into decline. Since the tragic

death of the owner, Lyra, the place has lost its lustre, and

rumours of the supernatural are beginning to spread...

Introduction To Blue River
The Blue River Incident is an adventure designed to be

used with 0 level characters (which we will cover later), but

can easily be adapted for parties of any size and level. The

adventure is designed to focus the party on problem solving

and plot progression, rather than combat-oriented

resolution.

This is the story of a mother, her child, and the toxic

atmosphere a small community can create. It focusses on

Lyra Byrinson, the widowed owner of the Blue River Inn,

her life, the circumstances of her death, and her inability to

move on into death.The story is told through the eyes of the

poor individuals remaining in the tavern when Lyra finally

manifests, now a terrifying spectre, bending reality around

her, sealing those individuals in with her...

Running The Adventure
The key to running The Blue River Incident is creating an

initial sense of tension, making the most of Lyra's initial

manifestation to create a sense of helplessness and

confusion. A sense of threat and paranoia should be

balanced with the party's ability to freely investigate.

Several of the clues the party will find, such as guest's

journals and the like, are designed to be found at the DM's

discretion. If the party are struggling to find evidence, or

have very quickly started piecing everything together, these

clues can be found in order to either help or hinder their

progress.

Level 0 Characters
While this adventure can be played with characters of any

level, it is designed to be played with level 0 characters.

These PCs represent residents of Harthwaite who happen

to be in the inn when Lyra manifests, having a profession

instead of a class, and with ability scores in line with their

peaceful lives and jobs. More information, as well as details

on how to build level 0 characters, can be found in

Appendix 1.

Background
Harthwaite is a small village in the north of the Sword

Coast, next to a large forest between the Sword Mountains

and the Long Road. Notable only as a stop for adventurers

on their way north, the families who live there get by,

trading lumber for other necessities. At the centre of the

town, surrounded by homes and lumbermills, stands the

Blue River Inn. Converted from an old town house, Peter

Byrinson and his young wife Lyra converted the building

into an inn, providing food and board for travellers and

lumberworkers.

Unfortunatly, the good times did not last. Peter lost his

life to the Creeping Cold only two years after the Blue River

opened its doors, leaving Lyra and her young daughter

alone to run the inn...

Years passed, and the Blue River Inn went from strength

to strength. Its reputation grew, and Lyra spent more and

more time running the establishment. In time, though,

tragedy struck again. While Diana, Lyra's daughter, was

playing in the stables, one of the horses broke free and

trampled the young girl, killing her almost instantly. Broken

and alone, Lyra became more and more detached. Then

one night, while watering the lillies by the well, she slipped,

cracking her skull open against the stone well.

A year has passed since that fateful day. The Blue River

Inn is owned by the Kobun family, but rumours of a curse,

and of supernatural goings on have permanently damaged

the inns reputation. The moaning began a week ago, and

now only the bravest townspeople spend their time in the

rooms and hall of the Blue River Inn.

Overview
The Blue River Incident is an open ended, investigative

adventure. It consists of a single map, containing a number

of location-based events and encounters, alongside clues

designed to be found at the DM's discretion, to either help

or hinder the party depending on their progress.

The adventure begins with the party in the main hall. As

they drink, things begin to change, the atmosphere shifts,

before Lyra manifests, killing the Kobun family in the

violence of her second birth. From there it is up to the party

to investigate on their own volition. Over time they will find

clues that will point towards different ways of defeating

Lyra. In reality all but one of these strategies are dead-ends;

only by scattering Diana's ashes in the lily garden. With

that, Lyra's spirit moves on, and the party leave to live their

lives.
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Blue River Inn

T
he adventure begins as the player characters

sit at the almost completely empty tables in

the main hall of the inn (area E). If the

players are using level 0 characters, then use

the adventure hook provided below. If they

are using characters of a higher level, work

with the players to create a reason for them

to be in Harthwaite and describe their journey to

Harthwaite before continuing with the following text.

Night falls on the village of Harthwaite. As the sun sets

behind the trees, each of you make your way to the Blue

River Inn. It stands proud, high above the single story

buildings surrounding it, the signs of decay beginning to

show.

You enter, one after the other, ascending the short set of

stairs and heading through the large, heavy, wooden doors.

The main hall is empty, filled with long oak tables. Across

from you, Alain Kobun smiles, his youthful face the very

mirror image of his mother's. His bright, blue eyes meet

with each of you as he waves, beckoning over and shouting

to you;
"Friends! Come in! Stay a while, let me get you some food!"
He gestures openly at the tables, and turns away, busying

himself with mugs, shouting through to the kitchen.

Now is a good time to allow the party to introduce their

characters, if they don't already know each other, allowing a

short time for each player to buy food, spend some time

eating, conversing, et cetera. Alain busies himself, cleaning

around the bar, filling the players drinks, making small talk.

The fire in the hall crackles and hisses, the warmth a stark

contrast to the cold rain starting to fall outside. After some

time the fire begins to die down. Alain puts down the mug

he's cleaning, disappears into the store room, and comes

back out with extra firewood. As he kneels infront of the

fireplace he stops dead, as though he's seen a ghost. The

sounds of the rain outside dulls, then goes silent. A chill

seeps into your bones, causing you to shiver. The fire dies

cools from a deep, ember red to an icy blue. The moment

stretches out for an age as everyone turns to look at Alain.

The young man begins to stand in short, spastic

movements, almost as though something has taken control

of his body, and doesn't yet know how to move naturally. As

he reaches his feet he turns around, his face pointed to the

ground. His mouth opens, a deep, rumbling groan at odds

with his usual sunny tones escaping his throat. He raises his

head, his bright blue eyes cold and black. His head jerks

back with unnatural speed, the snap of his neck audible

throughout the room.

Alain's head falls at a sickening angle. A white mist

escapes his slack mouth, forming into a recognisable shape

as Alain's body drops to the floor with a thud.

A Note on Party Make-Up
At this point, if your party is made up of level 0
characters who live in the town, they can make a
DC10 Wisdom (Perception) check to see if they
recognise the ghostly form as Lyra.

If the party is made up of adventurers on their
way through the town, there are a number of
ways the party can discover the ghost's identity.
Examples include local NPCs who may recognise
her, a labelled painting, combined with journal
entries identifying her as the previous owner of
the inn, or even a party member recognising her
from a previous stay at the Blue River Inn!

The ghost is that of Lyra Byrinson. If a member of the

party recognises, read the following;

As the mist dissipates, you [indicating the players who
passed their check] see the ghostly figure of Lyra Byrinson

hovering eight feet from the ground. Her long, bright hair

flows as though caught in water, her beautiful features

tinged with a profound sadness. She looks around the room,

seeming not to notice anybody in room, least of all the

corpse of Alain. Her incorporeal form drifts to the ground,

her feet lightly grazing the floor. She moves towards the

stairs and makes her way up them, disappearing into from

sight.

Otherwise, read the following;

As the mist dissipates, you see the ghostly figure of a

beautiful woman hovering eight feet from the ground. Her

long, bright hair flows as though caught in water, her

beautiful features tinged with a profound sadness. She looks

around the room, seeming not to notice anybody in room,

least of all the corpse of Alain. Her incorporeal form drifts to

the ground, her feet lightly grazing the floor. She moves

towards the stairs and makes her way up them, disappearing

into from sight.

The party are left alone, to investigate their new

circumstance...
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The Haunting
A: Taproom
The main social area of the Blue River Inn, the large, open

space in filled with tables, chairs and benches. The bar

stands opposite the big, double doors, the polished oak

gleaming in the light of a hearth fire at one end of the room.

Opposite the fire is a staircase leading to the second floor

and a balcony level overlooking the taproom.  

 

The room contains the following items:

Ledger: The ledger contains a record of transactions

made in and by the Blue River Inn. A player can spend

twenty minutes reading through the ledger. If they do, they

find a bill of sale from a year previous. The Kobun family

bought the Inn for 3,000 gold pieces from the local

authority, following the tragic death of the Inn's previous

owner, 'L. Byrinson'

B: Kitchen
The kitchen is clean and well looked after, if a little spartan.

A cluttered table covered in the night's food prepstands in

the centre, a fire pit with a spit behind it, and boxes of food

off to the side. There are a selection of knives, vegetables

and salted meats both hung from the walls and lying on the

table. In the far corner of the room there is a false wall

leading to a steep wooden staircase. This can be found if

the party make a DC16 Intelligence (Investigation) check.  

 

The room contains the following items:

Scrawled note: Found on a DC15 Wisdom (Perception)

check. Hidden away under a pile used towels, a small

folded piece of parchment. The note reads;

Alain,  

 

I spent some time looking for the information you

wanted...there's not a lot about wraiths and shadows aside

from the old wives tales we were told as children. Some

people talk about elaborate exorcisms, some about their

fear of black cats, salt or both, others about completing a

final deed!  

 

I'm sorry I couldn't find anything more useful. Why do you

ask? Are you frightened of the dark again, young brother? I

will endeavour to come back home and help where I can, as

soon as I can.  

 

Yours in brotherly love

James

C: Stables
The stables are seemingly empty. Hay lays on the ground,

broken horseshoes and other items scattered amongst it.

Two stalls stand open, unused for some time now. In the far

corner, next to the large, wooden doors, a table is covered

in tools and bridles. A ladder leans against the wall,

seemingly to reach the mezzanine level above. On a

successful, DC 13 Wisdom (Perception) check, the party

hear muffled crying and the sounds of someone scurrying

quietly on the level above.

If the party enter the mezzanine level, either by ladder or

through the secret entrance, read the following;

The upper level is covered in spare hay, and the smell of

mould and disuse assails your nostrils. You notice, towards

the back wall, a small fignure doing its best to hide from

you. Hushed sobs wrack the figure.

If the party call out, the figure stops dead and the sobs

cease for a moment. If the party approach, the figure will

bolt and try to escape down the ladder.

The figure is Diana Byrinson, Lyra's deceased daughter.

She is a ghost, but is not aware of it, and locals will not be

able to recognise her unless otherwise stated. Diana will

avoid Lyra, running and hiding before she appears.  

 

What Diana Knows
If the party interact with Diana, she will remain
silent, too shy to speak. She will follow
instructions and remain with the party, however,
unless Lyra appears. Once Lyra has left, Diana will
begin to answer questions in short, monosyllabic
replies. She knows the following:

She has lived here for some time, but doesn't
know exactly how long.
She lives in the stables. They are very rarely
used now, and she steals from the kitchen
when she's hungry.
She doesn't know her name; she fell and hit
her head, and ever since the details of her life
have been fuzzy, or missing entirely.

 

When the party first enters Guest Room Two, and hear

Lyra's shriek, then read the following if they return to the

Stables;

As you enter the room you notice a sharp drop in

temperature, and an unnatural, almost tangible, darkness.

The stall on the far left of the stables glows from within with

a strange, ethereal light. As you creep forward, you hear the

sound of a woman sobbing from within. Lyra kneels in the

centre of the stall, cradling the body of a young girl to her

breast. Her words are unintelligableunderneath the sounds

of her despair.

A sharp wind blows through the open stable door. Lyra

looks up and turns her head to you.
"Your horse...Diana, she...Klein, she's gone..."
Your vision fades to black and you fall farther than you

remember falling in your life.

The party awakes in the stall, no sign of Lyra or Diana's

body. Any one can make a DC 17 Wisdom (Perception)

check. If successful, they identify the body as Diana

(assuming they have met her. If not, then the DC to

recognise her is reduced to DC 8).
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D: The Master Bedroom
This bedroom is the owner's room. These days it is largely

unused, but once upon a time this was the room of the

Byrinson family. When the party enter, read the following

[Note: If the party has not identified Lyra yet, replace any

mention of her name with "the ghostly figure", or a similar

description.

The door creaks as you push it open, the sound of hinges

rarely used. The room is dusty and dim, the fire empty and

dead. A quiet moment passes, as the dust begins to move,

drifting slowly towards the fireplace. A moan echoes from

behind you, and the misty, incorporeal form of Lyra drifts

through your group, into the room.

Any party member infront of the door must make a DC 12

Constitution saving throw or have their speed halved, suffer

disadvantage of all checks and saving throws for one hour

as the unnatural cold of Lyra's form chills them to the

bone.

Lyra drifts towards the fire, which bursts into an ethreal, blue

flame as she enters the room. She approaches the

mantlepiece, beginning to sob as she reaches for something

that doesn't seem to be there. She takes the imaginary item,

holds it in her hands, and weeps bitterly as she hugs it to

herself.

Lyra will not communicate with, or even acknowledge the

presence of the party. If they approach her form, they suffer

more and more from tunnel vision, unable to focus on

anything but the empty space that Lyra is hugging to her

breast.

Time slows to a crawl, and you feel a sense of crushing

sorrow. Lyra's sobbing worsens, and worsens, and worsens

until, when she finally hits her terrible crescendo, she

screams a piercing, awful scream. Your vision narrows, and

all you can see is the terrifying vision of hurt that is Lyra. All

the glass in the room shatters, and your vision fails

completely. Blinded, and deaf to everything but the pain of

loss, you pass out.

The party awake fifteen minutes later. If they have found

Diana, she will be standing close by, huddled into a corner

and watching them. She will refuse to enter the bedroom,

too scared to even explain why.

The room is now empty, the fire dead and cold, and the

glass in the room in untouched. There is no sign that

anything has happened in the room. A large, unused,

double bed takes centre space, flanked with bedside tables.

One is organised and tidy, the other covered in toys and

handmade dolls. Futher from the door is a vanity table, a

modest make up stand sitting atop it. A painting of a

weathered, older man hangs over the mantle. On the

mantle are a number of keepsakes. Amongst them, in pride

of place, is an empty plinth, engraved with the words, "My

darling Diana; without whom life has no colour, and food

no taste".  

 

The room contains the following items:

Love letter: On the vanity table, tucked under a small

bag, is a piece of parchment folded in half. The seal, a

hammer crossed with a pitchfork, is broken. The letter

reads:

My darling Lyra.  

 

I miss you dearly; my time in the Northlands has been longer

than I suspected. The damnedable wizard eludes my party's

searches, but I hope to be back in Harthwaite within the

month. Until then, your token keeps me sane, and the

memory of our time together warm.  

 

Yours,

Klein.

E: Guest Room One
 

The small room is cramped and spartan. One bedside table

sits between the two utalitarian-looking beds. The room is

otherwise empty.

There is nothing else of interest in the room. The beds are

high enough for two normal sized individuals to hide

beneath.

F: Klein's Room
This room belonged to Klein, the secret lover of Lyra. He

stopped staying here long ago, soon after Lyra's death, but

much of his spare equipment remains.

The door takes a couple of attempts to open, the bursts

inwards. A thick layer of dust covers everything, the violent

opening of the door stirring it up and causing you all the

stifle a cough.

The bedroom itself is compact, but pleasent enough. A

long, thin table takes up a good portion of the room, infront

of the door. It is covered in spare bits of adventuring gear,

and some sheets of parchment. The bed is unmade,the

sheets hurriedly thrown back. A locked chest sits at the foot

of the bed, a large, heavy padlock holding it shut.

The items of the desk are as follows:

Hasilty repaired studded leather armour,

Two well made daggers, one covered in ornate elven

text,

A shining dagger, polished to a sheen (a DC 14

Intelligence (Investigation) check reveals this to be a

silvered dagger),

Two pieces of parchment with a few lines of text,

scratched out. They seem to be the beginnings of love

letters.  

The chest is made of a heavy oak, and looks expensive,

well made and heavy. The padlock is steel, and can be

opened with a DC17 Dexterity check. It holds a number of

adventuring trophies; sharp teeth, inhuman bones, a

number of indecipherable books and scrolls,and a single

letter with the seal intact. The letter is cold to the touch. If

a player opens it, read the following;
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As the seal cracks your eyes pop, you vision goes black, and

the cold in your fingertips floods up your arms towards your

chest, numbing you completely. Behind you, you feel an

ominous presence. You turn involuntarily.

Lyra stands at the door, your friends gone. She looks you

in the eye, a profound sadness washing over you. She turns

her head, almost unwilling now to look at you. She goes to

speak, stops, then says;
"Klein...I...I can't do as you ask...ever since...Diana...I can't

leave this place with you..."
She looks to the floor. A quiet moment passes, then Lyra

recoils from you, shocked,
"Klein! What do you want frome me?! My daughter is

dead! How do I leave this place?!"
Another moment passes.
"Take her with me?! Away from her....", she sobs loudly,

cutting herself off. She turns, and flees from the room. You

stand, run to the door, and see the wall to your left swing

closed with a deafening bang. You vision snaps back, your

hearing returns. The cold remains in your chest, your fingers

numb. Behind you, bowled out of your way, the rest of you

look on in shock.  

 

The rest of you see [players name] crack the seal, then go

incredibly still. Moments pass. S/he looks up to the door,

sadness flooding his/her face. S/he looks down, then back up

again, anger in*his/her eyes.
"This damn place! It's killing you! I can take you away; to

Waterdeep, even!"
You all look on as s/he glares at the door, speedily

replaced by a look of panic and horror. [Player name] leaps to

his/her feet, sprinting to the door, knocking you all out of

the way.

G: The Dormitory
The dormitory is a long, thin room, used for locals who

need somewhere to stay that isn't home.

The room is long, and thin, dust mites Three simple beds

line the wall to your right, with just enough room to walk

past them. Straight ahead is a small table with three seats by

it. The table is empty, and the room has a faint air of disuse.

The room is completely empty. Each bed has enough room

for two people to hide beneath it.

F: Guest Room Two
The first of two main guest rooms, this, along with Guest

Room Three, is designed for out-of-town workers and

passing adventurers. When the players first enter the room,

they hear an ear-splitting, pained shriek. A DC 12 Wisdom

(Perception), or Intelligence (Insight) check reveals that the

sound is most likely coming from the Stables.

The door swings evenly on it's hinges, revealing a calm

scene. Two beds line the far wall, with small, wooden sets of

drawers beside them. In one bed the sheets cover what

looks to be a body. The other is empty, and appears to have

had its sheets slung onto the floor.

The bed first bed supports the body of a travelling

adventurer. None of the party recognise him. His face is

frozen into a terrified rictus, his hands held slightly aloft, as

though fending off an attacker. A DC 11 Intelligence

(Religion) check reveals him as a priest, though all tokens

of his god are missing. He is painfully cold to the touch.

Stuffed into one of his pockets is a small book. The book is

written in a combination of Common and Infernal, and the

common elements can be read over the course of fifteen

minutes. The Common elements describe the most used

ways to banish ghosts, ghasts and other undead creatures.

These are;

Ghosts are held to a place by an attachment. If this can

be broken, the ghost will, most likely, leave.

Silvered and magical weapons can harm the ghost's

incorporeal form.

The chanting of certain words (all written in Infernal)

can rid an area of a ghostly presense.

The ghost may be held to an area by a sense of loss, or

need to complete a task.

The book, finally reminds the reader that some ghosts

simply do not realise they are dead. This will not stop

them using their ethereal powers, and certainly does not

stop them being incredibly dangerous.

The room is otherwise empty, aside from a backpack

filled with robes, incense and other priestly trappings.

G: Guest Room Three
The room is almost identical to Guest Room Two. It empty

of items; no one is staying here at the moment. It contains

two beds, both of which can hide two people, and a number

of small pieces of furniture.

H: The Secret Corridor
This corridor has secret entrances in the Kitchen and from

the corridor, to the right of the door to Klein's Room.

Either can be found with a DC 16 Intelligence

(Investigation) check.Both doors are sliding false walls.

The tunnel is dark. A lone torch sconce is attached to the

wall at the top of the stairs. As you enter, a low moan comes

from the door. A moment later, the door slams shut, leaving

you in pitch black. Tense minutes drag by; both doors and

jammed shut, and there seems to be no way out. Then, as

you begin to give up hope, the sconce bursts into a bright,

blue flame. Lyra drifts serenely through the door at the

bottom of the stairs. She looks straight through you. She

waits, saying nothing. After a while she hangs her head, and

walks the the sconce. She lifts her arm, deposting

something behind the torch, then walks through you, before

disappearing through the door. The torch dies, and the door

behind you opens of its own accord.
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If the party look behind the torch, they find the following

note;

My dearest Klein,  

 

We left on such bad terms, and my heart aches at the

thought that you may not come back to me. You are right;

this Inn is tearing me apart. My husband and my daughter

lost their lives in this place...it may be time for me to leave.  

 

If you find this note, know that you are still my world. I will

travel on the Long Road to Waterdeep. There I will post

signs regularly, looking for my darling Klein. Contact me,

love, and we can begin our lives a new.  

 

You were right about Diana, too. Scattered in her favourite

place, among so much beauty and colour! I am taking her

there now, to remain forever among the labours of her love.  

 

I will see you again soon, my love.

Lyra.

I: The Well
This is the place that Lyra died, slipping on the wet ground

and breaking her neck against the wall of the well.

If Diana is with you, read the following;

The wind gusts as you walk towards the well. Diana hurries

alongside you, holding her coat close to herself. She looks

up and sees the well, and a huge smile crosses her face. She

sprints past the well to a patch of flowers behind it.

On a closer inspection the flowers are Lillies. With a

successful, DC 10, Intelligence (Investigation) check they

find a small, bronze urn.

A few wonderful moments pass. Diana stares lovingly at the

flowers, cupping them gently in her tiny hands. With a

sudden start, she stops dead, turns, then sprints past you,

vanishing from sight.

Lyra stands before you, her hands cupped as though

holding something small and rounded. She walks towards

you, passing through you, and stops at the flower bed,

crying softly.

At this point the party have three options. The can (a) call

out to Lyra. If they mention her daughter, Lyra will stop. If

they mention the urn, and scattering the ashes, Lyra will

pause, and acknowledge the party wordlessly. If they hand

over the urn, Lyra will take it, and scatter the ashes. Diana

will appear, and the two will embrace, vanishing into the

dark and lifting the curse. Alternatively, (b), if they scatter

the ashes themselves, Lyra will scream, weep, and fall

backwards. Diana will scream, run to her mother, and the

two will vanish, though the curse will remain. Finally, if the

party do anything else, Lyra will wait for a few moments,

then turn, dropping the urn, before staggering over to the

well. She will slip, break her neck against the well, and

vanish. Diana will be nowhere to be seen, and the curse

will remain.
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